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Given a set of images and accompanying human-generated captions, 
can we train a neural network to predict captions for new images?



What is a neural network?
● A computer system modeled after the human brain
● There are many different architectures



Feed-Forward
● The simplest type of neural network
● Architecture does not include any loops



Convolutional (CNN)
● Good at object classification
● Given an image → checks pixel intensity (RGB values)
● Applies filters to understand higher-level features



Recurrent (RNN)
● Good at operating over a sequence of vectors (i.e. sentences, words)
● New state h_t dependent on previous state h_(t-1) and current input x_t
● Short-term memory
● Other implementations (i.e. LSTM, GRU)



Research
● Vinyals

○ Proposal for image captioning
● Karpathy, Fei-Fei

○ CNN + RNN/LSTM for image captioning
○ Uses Flickr8k and Flickr30 datasets (crowdsourced)



We use the Karpathy and Fei-Fei model as a base

● Encoder-decoder architecture
○ CNN encoder, RNN/LSTM decoder

● Supports flickr8k, and flickr30k

CNN

Vectorized 
high-level features
(aka ‘embedding’)

RNN/LSTM Suggested caption



● Keep CNN encoder, use LSTM decoder
● LSTM slow, but better for captions



Flickr Datasets

{‘filename': '1000092795.jpg', 'imgid': 0, 'sentences': [{'tokens': ['two', 
'young', 'guys', 'with', 'shaggy', 'hair', 'look', 'at', 'their', 'hands', 
'while', 'hanging', 'out', 'in', 'the', 'yard'], 'raw': 'Two young guys with 
shaggy hair look at their hands while hanging out in the yard.', 
'imgid': 0, 'sentid': 0}, {'tokens': ['two', 'young', 'white', 'males', 'are', 
'outside', 'near', 'many', 'bushes'], 'raw': 'Two young, White males 
are outside near many bushes.', 'imgid': 0, 'sentid': 1}, {'tokens': 
['two', 'men', 'in', 'green', 'shirts', 'are', 'standing', 'in', 'a', 'yard'], 'raw': 
'Two men in green shirts are standing in a yard.', 'imgid': 0, 'sentid': 
2}, {'tokens': ['a', 'man', 'in', 'a', 'blue', 'shirt', 'standing', 'in', 'a', 
'garden'], 'raw': 'A man in a blue shirt standing in a garden.', 'imgid': 
0, 'sentid': 3}, {'tokens': ['two', 'friends', 'enjoy', 'time', 'spent', 
'together'], 'raw': 'Two friends enjoy time spent together.', 'imgid': 0, 
'sentid': 4}], 'split': 'train', 'sentids': [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]}



Early iteration on flickr8k
Pretty good Not so good



Late iteration on flickr8k
Lots of men in red shirts, benches, and snow



Early iteration on flickr30k
Pretty good Not so good



Late iteration on flickr30k
Pretty good Not so good



Flickr30k
Early Late

Flickr30k
Early Late



● Later iterations suffered from word biases and repeated captions
● Captions were coherent, if questionable at times
● Captions seemed more accurate/confident when less detailed
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